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Abstract 

 

Nowadays the computing mobile devices around us are becoming powerful and user-friendly. Cost-

efficient wireless access technologies have lately changed the landscape for smart home 

environments to a large extent. Developments in the media landscape with large flat screens, new 

capturing devices, and large digital media libraries have also changed the way smart home 

environments are used. This thesis presents and evaluates an architecture for multimedia sharing 

in such environments. Using this architecture, an end-user can gain access to various types of 

media resources available at his/her home while roaming to other people’s home network. In this 

architecture the user’s mobile devices is used for authenticating with a network node like home 

gateway in the home or visited environment using the infrastructure provided by the operator. The 

multimedia sharing system is implemented using home gateways and OSGi framework. For media 

sharing an http-based proxy mechanism is proposed and developed. Also an AAA server is used for 

user authentication, accounting, and authorization. Furthermore, a performance study on 

authentication and media transferring of the proposed system was included. In conclusion the 

thesis shows a process of secure multimedia sharing among homes using operators' existing 

infrastructures. 
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1. Introduction 

Electronic devices are becoming smarter and smaller. Now a days every person has more 

than one device like Laptops, Smart phones, Tablets etc. All these things are wireless and 

connect the internet.  Also homes are becoming equipped with sensors and actuators. To 

manage the communication, security of all these devices in a home requires smart home 

gateways which may contain a DSL or cable modem, a firewall, a router, a network switch 

and also a wireless access point. By using these home gateways the users can share their 

multimedia (like movies, songs etc.) among their family and friends.  

Furthermore with the introduction of home gateways (HGWs) instead of simple modems, 

multiple devices inside the home enable them to connect to the Internet and amongst them. 

Given the central role of the HGW in the home it is natural to place advanced networking 

and service functionality in it. As an enabler for implementing such functionality in the 

HGW, the Open Source Gateway initiative (OSGi) specified a modular, extensible Java 

based framework that allows HGWs to be extended with software modules. 

Here is a use case scenario for Home Gateways. 

• John goes to the home of Martin. They want to watch a movie that is in John’s 

media server at his home. 

• John’s mobile device authenticates with Martin's Home Gateway (HGW). 

• Martin's Home Gateway authenticates John with the operator’s AAA server. 

• Martin's HGW then gets details of John’s HGW from the AAA server. 

• Martin's HGW establishes a secure connection with John’s HGW and streams the 

movie to Martin's IPTV. 
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2. Research Methodology, Goal and Questions 

2.1. Research Methodology  

According to Creswell [1] research methodology provides a general guideline or systematic 

way for solving a problem through the design of novel solution. There are different kinds of 

research approaches. These are qualitative approach, quantitative approach, design science 

approach and mixed method. The research work will be carried out following Design 

Science Research (DSR) process, since it is the most common research method for the 

Information System. Henver et al. [2] proposed this method in order to generate common 

knowledge base about a system after a comprehensive study. We would follow the seven set 

guidelines (i.e. artifact, problem relevance, research rigor, and design as a search process, 

design evaluation, research contributions, and research communication) by Henver et al. 

Steps for carrying out the whole research are as follows: 

Phase 1: Literature review has been carried out to investigate the existing system of 

multimedia sharing among homes will be carried out. Pros and cons of the system have 

been evaluated. 

Phase 2: Design analysis and modeling of the proposed architecture is performed.  

Phase 3: A prototype is developed of the proposed architecture. 

Phase 4: In this phase the proposed system is analyzed in order to identify the efficiency, 

pros and corns, and trade-offs of the proposed system. Further this proposed system is 

presented in different related scientific conference and journals for justifying the level of 

acceptance in terms of commercial values by the relevant communities and expert groups. 

Phase 5: In the final phase of this research, we accumulate relevant data as well as all of 

our findings and present them in the final Master thesis presentation 

2.2. Research Goal and Questions  

The main objective of this thesis is to implement and evaluate an OSGi based networking 

application prototype for Home Gateways. Therefore, we decide to implement and evaluate 

a multimedia sharing system among homes as an OSGi based networking application 

prototype for Home Gateways. Multimedia sharing among homes without using an online 

cloud storage is very cumbersome for normal users as they have to deal with advanced 

firewall and router configurations. Currently, there is also growing concern on privacy 

invasions and implicit loss of control on content shared by cloud storage services. 

 

In this thesis work I have to resolve the following research questions in order to achieve 

proposed research goal: 

1. How to share multimedia among homes using Home Gateways with minimum user 

efforts? 

      -To answer this question we have to investigate some sub questions such as  

1.1. What are existing systems are there for multimedia sharing using home gateways 

1.2. What are the disadvantages of these systems and how to provide a improve system? 
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2. How to ensure secure authentication and authorization for users? 

      -To answer this question we have to investigate some sub questions such as  

2.1. What are existing systems there for authentication, authorization of users? 

2.2. Which of existing systems is most popular and efficient? 
 

2.3. Thesis Boundaries 

In this thesis, an innovative solution of media sharing was developed considering the 

network infrastructure of a telecom or Internet DSL service provider. The Home Gateways 

(HGW) are part of the telecom or Internet DSL service providers’ infrastructure. At first we 

wanted to implement Mobile SIM based authentication but due to firmware limitation of 

Home Gateways it was not possible. This proposed solution will play a significant role in 

the field of standardization in 3GPP-Broadband Forum. 
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3. Related Work 

Belimpasakis et al.  [3] proposed a solution that allowed home hosted content, located on 

home PCs or UPnP media servers, to be offered to remote client for consumption. A proxy 

server residing in the home network exported multimedia content to a web syndication feed 

following the Atom protocol. Remote clients could access those proxy servers.  The proposed 

solution provides us an idea of sharing multimedia contents using the UPnP and Atom 

protocols, but the proposed solution does not provide a central solution for user 

authentication, authorization and accounting. It also lacks support for secure 

communication. 

Kim et al. [4] proposed a methodology to provide services for accessing and sharing various 

media contents securely being distributed over consumer electronics (CEs) in the home 

network. The authors proposed the DLNA Proxy System (DPS) architecture that helped 

gathering various media information available from distributed A/V devices in the home 

and to share the media contents across public IP networks via established secure channels. 

The DLNA Proxy System (DPS) is composed of additional three components. These are 

DLNA Media Agent/Server (DMA/DMS), DLNA Media Proxy Server (DMPS) and DLNA 

Proxy Management Server (DPMS). For implementing this solution it requires three 

additional components and SIP support which might be problematic. The proposed system 

is designed only for DLNA based media servers. 

Mahdi et al. [5] described a new service that allows multimedia sharing between UPnP 

terminals connected to remote networks. The service grants the confidentiality of users' 

content since it is still stored in the home network. Their approach uses the IP Multimedia 

Subsystem (IMS) framework to establish a secure HTTP session between remote devices. 

One of the benefits of this service is that the user can ensure the privacy and confidentiality 

of their contents. It also allows users to access their contents in nomadic fashion. This 

approach is based on IMS framework which might not always be available. 

Fasbender et al[6] described a similar system for remote access to home networks using 

IMS based Home Gateways. Kim et al. [7], proposed a methodology to provide an integrated 

multimedia services framework in the home network. To do so, they defined the 

requirements of a home media server, and implemented its functionalities as a gateway for 

establishing connections between the home and external networks. The home media server 

pursued not only the integration of home network middleware technologies that allow 

automatic control and sharing with various Consumer Electronics (CEs) and A/V devices, 

but also intended to provide context based intelligence to the multimedia services for 

ubiquitous home environments. Furthermore, the authors [7], provide a brief overview of 

home media servers and there functionality and usage. 

Valtchev et al. [8] presented an implementation of the OSGi standard that enhanced the 

standard and integrate many existing home protocols and home networks. The 

enhancement extended the ideas behind the OSGi specification, allowing its direct 
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application to real-life situations. Special emphasis was placed on realizing an effective and 

realistic gateway management system. The architecture presented was applied in several 

pilot projects. 

Huang et al.[9] introduced MyHome, a framework for smart homes by which household 

information is all at a fingertip. Through adopting Message Oriented Middleware (MOM) 

and Open Service Gateway initiative (OSGi) technologies, MyHome offered reliable 

automatic operations, fault tolerant and configurable home automation, high extensibility, 

and large scalability. The proposed system was designed in terms of a residential gateway, 

MyServer, and an Internet accessible GUI, MyIcon, and MyMobile. The gateway was used 

to provide services for home security, inventory tracking, facility management, GPS 

location recording and family care. 

Valtchev et al. [8] and Huang et al.[9] provided a detailed discussion on OSGi features. 

These papers also provided examples on how the OSGi framework can be used in a Home 

Gateway. Huang et al.[9] provided an example on how to design a scalable and fault 

tolerant residential gateway. This inspired me to use the OSGi framework in our solution. 
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4. State of the art technologies 

This section introduces and describes technologies and standards relevant to the use case 

laid out in Section 1. The Open Services Gateway initiative (OSGi)[10] offers a specification 

for a framework which can provide a dynamic system platform for modular Java based 

software components. The framework offers APIs for component life cycle management and 

a service registry via which components can offer their services to other components or 

consume services from other components. 

The framework is theoretically divided into the following layers: Bundle, Services layer, 

Service Registry, Life-Cycle layer, Module layer, Security layer and Execution Environment 

Bundle is the smallest modular component in the OSGi based framework. Each bundle is a 

collection of dynamically loadable classes, jar and configuration files. External 

dependencies of the bundle are also mentioned. 

Services layer allows bundles to publish, find and bind different services. This layer allows 

bundles to dynamically offer services to other services. 

Service Registry layer provides an API (application programming interface) for registration, 

tracking and referencing services. This allows bundles to detect addition of new services. 

Life-Cycle layer manages different states of a bundle. These states are install, start, stop, 

update, and uninstall. The installed state means the bundle has been installed. Resolve 

state means all the dependent classes of the bundle are available and the bundle is ready 

for next state. Next state is starting. In this state the BundleActivator.start method is 

called, but not returned. The bundle will be in Starting state until the activation policy is 

satisfied. When the BundleActivator.start method is returned the bundle moves to active 

state. Stopping state means the bundle is being stopped and the BundleActivator.stop 

method has been called but the stop method has not yet returned. Uninstall State means 

bundle has been uninstalled. 

Module layer manages the class loading. It also takes care of declaration of dependencies 

and as well as helps to handle different versioning of the same bundle. 

Security layer handles the security aspects by limiting bundle functionality to pre-defined 

capabilities. It is embedded in all layers.   

Execution Environment layer defines the libraries available from the Java VM. OSGi APIs 

use only a subset of Oracle’s J2SE and J2ME CDC/CLDC. 

There are different implementations of the OSGi framework. The most popular open source 

implementations are: Apache Felix, Eclipse Equinox, and Gatespace Knopflerfish. 

The OSGi Alliance evolved its specifications beyond the original focus of service gateways 

which are now used in a wide range of applications on various platforms and environments. 
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In this work, we used the NEC Home Service Enabler as a basis for our implementation 

which provides an OSGi environment. The NEC Home Service Enabler is used as a Home 

Gateway. 

For media server discovery and media delivery in home networks the Universal Plug and 

Play (UPnP) [11] standard of the UPnP Forum uses a range of networking protocols. It 

permits networked devices, such as personal computers, Internet gateways and even mobile 

devices to seamlessly discover and use services for data sharing, communication, and 

entertainment. In essence, UPnP uses the Internet Protocol Suite (TCP/IP), HTTP, XML, 

and SOAP for service discovery and consumption. For audio and video services, the 

extension UPnP AV was specified, which is referenced by other organizations including the 

Digital Living Network Alliance (DLNA) Networked Device Interoperability Guidelines, the 

International Electro technical Commission IEC 62481-1, and the Cable Television 

Laboratories Open Cables Home Networking Protocol. Media delivery is today often 

handled using standard web technologies such as HTML over HTTP. This way, traversal of 

middle boxes like NATs and firewalls is smoothly handled. The new version of HTML, 

HTML5, together with its new set of JavaScript APIs also allows for handling media 

directly in the web browser without any need for installation of third party plugin software 

such as Adobe Flash or Microsoft Silverlight.  
 

The HTTP protocol is also used for file transfers quite frequently. Furthermore, using 

dynamically generated HTML by OSGi software in HTTP servlets is yet another common 

way delivering services to end-users. 

Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting (AAA) refers to a security architecture 

which enables control over which users are allowed access to services, and account them for 

resource usage. In the industry, two network protocols providing this functionality are 

particularly popular. RADIUS (Remote Authentication Dial In User Service) [12] provides 

AAA functionalities for devices to access and useing a network service. It is a client/server 

protocol using UDP/IP as transport. RADIUS is based around the concept of Attribute 

Value Pairs (AVPs) to carry data. AVPs are extensible due to allowing vendor-specific AVPs 

to be carried. RADIUS is widely supported in the industry, e.g. by Internet Service 

Providers to manage Internet access of customers. Like RADIUS, the Diameter protocol 

provides AAA functionality, but uses TCP or SCTP instead of UDP and can in principle be 

seen as an evolution (although not backwards compatible) of RADIUS. Diameter [13] is like 

RADIUS extensible by allowing applications to extend the base protocol. However, 

Diameter is conceptually more advanced through better scalability and by supporting 

network layer security through IPSec[14] or TLS[15]. While RADIUS is widely deployed in 

fixed-line networks and also part of the WiFi alliance’s specification on hotspots providing 

802.1X functionality, Diameter’s domain is the mobile network defined by the 3rd 

Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). 

For authenticating the mobile device at the visited home, various candidate technologies 

such as the IEEE 802.1X [19] standard and Captive Portals exist. IEEE 802.1X provides an 

authentication mechanism to devices wishing to attach to a LAN or WLAN with support 
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built-into many popular operating systems.  Typically, on detection of a new device (in our 

case the mobile, referred to as supplicant), the port on the network switch (typically a Home 

Gateway, referred to as authenticator) is enabled and set to an "unauthorized" state. In this 

state, only 802.1X traffic is allowed and all other traffic is dropped. Then, the supplicant 

and authenticator exchange layer 2 authentication traffic for EAP negotiation. The 

authenticator then initiates a RADIUS exchange with the RADIUS AAA server. Upon 

successful authentication, the authenticator sets the port to the "authorized" state and 

normal traffic is allowed. In case of a failure to authenticate, the port remains in the 

"unauthorized" state. When the supplicant logs off, the authenticator sets the port back to 

the "unauthorized" state, effectively blocking non-EAP traffic.  

An alternative approach to authenticate devices to a network relies on the so-called Captive 

Portal. This technique forces a device to first authenticate at a special web page (e.g. with 

username and password credentials entered in the device’s web browser) prior to allowing 

access to the Internet or other network services. This is done by intercepting all data traffic, 

and dropping all data traffic but HTTP traffic, which is redirected to a web portal for the 

authentication. Captive portals are commonly encountered at many Wi-Fi hotspots, and can 

be used to control wired network access as well. There are multiple ways of forcing the 

device’s web browser to the captive portal, e.g. by directing all HTTP requests to the portal 

page using DNS and using the HTTP 302 response to redirect the browser to the originally 

requested web page upon successful authentication. Other alternatives using redirection 

mechanisms based on plain IP routing or based on DNS also exist. Despite the fact that we 

used a captive portal authentication mechanism for the roaming device, in a future 

development we will use 802.1X based authentication that will provide a seamless way to 

connect to the visited network without any user interaction. 
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5. Proposed Architecture 

To provide the earlier mentioned use case the network topology considered is shown in 

Figure 1. For user authentication and storing information of gateway a Radius server is 

used. This Radius server will act as an AAA server. The AAA server will reside in the 

operator premises. All Home Gateways will be connected using a public IP address provided 

by the operator. The devices residing in the user’s home will be assigned separate blocks of 

IP addresses preferably of Class C. 

 

Figure 1: System Architecture 

Each home will have a Home Gateway (HGW) device separating the Operator IP network 

and the user’s home network. In each home there will be different devices like IPTVs, 

laptops, tablets, smart phones, etc. The devices residing in the user’s home typically have 

private IP addresses and are usually not reachable from the public Internet or protected by 

a firewall. When a user moves from Home A (in Figure 1) to Home B (in Figure 1) (which 

will be referred as the visited home for the user of Home A), the user’s mobile device 

(Mobile A1) will attach to the home gateway of the visited home. To authenticate the 

visiting user as well as looking up the home’s HGW information the AAA server will be 

contacted. The AAA server will reside in the operator’s premises or in the home network. 
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Using a network-based RADIUS server has the benefit of re-using a component that 

anyway has to be deployed for FMC (Fixed Mobile Convergence) [16] purposes. 

To provide the user with the facility of a Distributed Multimedia Sharing service with 

Centralized Authentication and Mobility support based on Proxies, (DIMUSCAMO(P)) 

system developed, using a modular one and based on the OSGi framework. The main 

components of the system are  

1. Radius Client 

2. Multimedia portal 

3. Web Proxy 

4. Media Proxy 

 

The system is based on the Java OSGi framework and runs above the Java Virtual Machine 

(JVM), which, in turn, runs on the OS of the HGW. 

 

Figure 2: Software Stack 

The components are described below. 

1. Radius Client: The main purpose of this component is to communicate with the AAA 

server and to authenticate devices and the home gateway. It also manages details of 

the Home Gateway for visiting devices. It also manages the token received from the 

AAA server for each devices. It will also handle COA requests and Disconnect 

request. For this purpose a COA service runs on port number 4200. It also provides 

a captive portal for user authentication. 

 

2. Multimedia Portal: This component is responsible for communicating with media 

servers and providing a web portal for devices connected with the Home Gateway. 

The Multimedia Portal will communicate with the local media servers using the 

Home Gateway  

Java Virtual Machine 

Operating System 

Hardware 

OSGi Framework 

Application layer 

Multimedia portal 

Media Proxy  Radius Client 

Web Proxy 
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UPnP protocol. The web portal will allow users to view the list of available media 

and provide URLs for the media to be viewed directly from the Media Server. It will 

also maintain a list of remote media servers and there medias. 

 

After a user from a remote home gets authenticated by the Radius client the 

Multimedia portal sends a request to the Web Proxy of the remote home for the 

available media servers. Consequentially when the user requests for a list of media 

in the remote home the portal sends a request to remote web proxy. During this 

communication the portal uses security token for each request. The portal also 

rewrites the URL for the remote media. It directs all remote media requests to the 

outgoing Media proxy. 

 

3. Web Proxy: This component provides a list of media servers and media to the remote 

HGW by querying the Multimedia portal and hides the internal network from the 

external network. Moreover, it rewrites the URL of media residing on the media 

server. As for example it removes the private IP address and port number of the 

media server to the public IP address of the HGW and inserts the port number of the 

media proxy.  A security token is added in the request for query of media and media 

servers from the remote HGW to the Web Proxy to ensure security. It usually runs 

on port 8080. 

 

4. Media Proxy: This component deals with media requests and has two sub 

components. One is named incoming media proxy and the other is named outgoing 

media proxy. The outgoing media proxy handles all requests of remote media coming 

from local devices (like IPTVs, Tablets, Mobile phone etc.). It usually runs on port 

8082. The incoming media proxy handles all requests of local media coming from 

remote HGWs. It usually runs on port 8081. There will be separate instances of the 

Media Proxy for each remote HGW. These instances on the incoming media proxy 

will be running on different ports.  

 

When a request for remote media comes to the outgoing media proxy from local 

device, it checks the URL and sends the request to the appropriate incoming media 

proxy of the remote HGW with the respective security token for the remote HGW 

provided by the AAA server. Afterwards it starts streaming the media from the 

remote HGW to the appropriate local device. 

 

The incoming media proxy receives local media requests from remote HGWs. It first 

checks the security token. Then it sends the media request to the appropriate local 

media server. It subsequently starts sending (streaming) the media from local media 

server to remote HGW using http protocol. 

A viewgraph of the message flow among user, HGWs of different homes, and the AAA 

server is given in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3: Message flows 

 

All the users need to be registered in the AAA server. During application startup in HGW, 

it sends a RADIUS: Access Request to the AAA server with credentials. With this request 

the HGW also sends the port numbers of different running services (like media proxy, web 

proxy, COA server etc.) using custom attribute value pairs (AVP). If the credentials are 

right then the AAA server replies back with a RADIUS: Access Accept message. Otherwise, 

it replies back with a RADIUS: Access Reject message. It is shown in messages 1 and 2.   

 

Then, user A from Home A visits Home B. User A’s mobile device, Mobile A1 connects to 

HGW of Home B’s network using WPA authentication. Then User A uses its mobile phone 

browser to connect to the Captive Portal’s authentication page to provide user A’s 

credentials as shown in message 3 and 4. HGW B verifies these credentials with the AAA 

server by sending RADIUS message. Upon successful authentication it also receives 

communication details of user A’s HGW and a token generated by the AAA server, shown in 

message 5. In addition, the AAA server also shares the authentication token with HGW A 

as custom AVP as described in message 6 using a Radius COA message.  

 

In Step 7, HGW B sends an HTTP request to HGW A to get Home A’s list of media server 

and items available using the token to prove that User A is visiting Home B after 

completing Step 2 to 6. In response, HGW A returns a list of media items indicating the 
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public IP address of HGW A as media location and incoming media proxy port as media 

request port 8081. This list of media from Home A is merged with existing media list of 

Home B. In Step 11, Home B’s IP TV sends a HTTP request for the list of available media 

items and receives the list of media available both in Home A and Home B. In Step 12 also, 

the media request port is changed to outgoing media port 8082. Afterwards, User A 

requests a media item from a server in Home A by using the IP TV. This request goes via 

HGW B to HGW A. HGW A proxies this request to the respective media server of Home A 

and streams back the media in a similar way to the IP TV.  

 

The media sharing or connection between two homes is torn down if Mobile A1 chooses to 

log off or logs into another visiting home or home A. Whenever the user logs  onto  a 

different HGW, a new authentication token is generated by the AAA server and shared 

between home A and the visiting homes’ HGW. Therefore, any unauthorized access request 

sent from the previously visited home B will be denied. In step 17, the user selects the log 

off option and then the radius client sends a RADIUS: Disconnect message to the AAA 

server and removes all the list of media server, the media items and the token of HGW A 

from the system. In Step 19 the AAA server informs HGW A that Mobile A1 has logged off 

from HGW B and HGW A deletes token for HGW B. 
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6. Implementation Details  

To create a lab scenario for the architecture, a high-end PC with three network interface 

cards and two home gateways (HGW). All the devices were connected with lab network and 

dynamic IPaddress within the range 10.15.254.*. Three virtual servers were running on the 

PC. One virtual server was configured as AAA server running on top of Ubuntu OS with the 

FreeRadius server acting as an AAA server. The other virtual servers were configured as 

Media servers also running on top of Ubuntu OS .XBMC was installed and configured to act 

as a media server. Each virtual server was bridged with one of the network interface cards 

of the server which were connected with one of the HGWs.  Two gateways act as home 

gateway for home A and Home B were named HGW A and HGW B respectively. 

 

Figure 4: Lab Setup Diagram 

6.1. Radius Implementation Details 

For this thesis work FreeRadius server is used. It is an open source software. It can be 

easily installed in Ubuntu OS. FreeRadius is configured to accept request from specific 

IPaddress ranges. It is also connected with MySql database for keeping users credential 

and usage accounting. Few additional tables and one trigger has been created in the 

database to facilitate custom AVP and triggering COA and Disconnect message.  

 

To implement this thesis six AVPs were created. These are “NAME”, “IP”,”WEBPORT”, 

“MEDIAPORT”, “TOKEN”, and “HSEID”. The detail information of remote home gateway 

is provided to the visiting home gateway through this AVPs at the time of visiting user 

authentication. This functionalities and configuration details of FreeRadius server and 

MySql database are described in details in appendix B. 
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6.2. DIMUSCAMO(P) Details 

The software is built on the OSGi framework. The main components of the system are  

1. Radius Client. 

2. Multi Media portal. 

3. Web proxy. 

4. Media Proxy. 
 

The components are implemented using six main packages. These are 

1. eu.neclab.MultiHomesMediaShare 

2. eu.neclab.Authenticator 

3. eu.neclab.MMP 

4. eu.neclab.MultiMediaProxy 

5. eu.neclab.httpCommunicator 

6. eu.neclab.httpServlet; 

 

As for the OSGi framework the main starting java file is MainActivator.java under the 

eu.neclab.MultiHomesMediaShare package.  This MainActivator class start() function 

registers and starts all other modules. Now detail description of all the packages and 

the classes are given based on the components in the following sections. 
 

6.2.1. Radius Client 

For authentication with the radius server the TinyRadius library was used. The radius 

client component is implented by eu.neclab.Authenticator and contains  two classes 

MainAuthenticator and COAProcessor. The class diagram is shown in Figure 5. 

 

The MainAuthenticator class has two main functions stopCOAServer() and Authenticate(). 

It deals with authentication and all type of communication with the AAA server. The 

constructor function initiates the COAProcessor class and binds on 4200 port for receiving  

COA requests from the AAA server.The Authentication() function is used to authenticate 

devices and home gateways to the AAA server. This function takes username , password 

and devise type as parameters. If device type is “HSE” it means that Home gateway itself is 

trying to authenticate. Therefore, in the Access request to the AAA server  also other  

necessary values like public ip, web proxy port, media proxy port are added using the 

Vendor-specific Attribute Value Pairs(AVP). If device type is  “DEVICE” then only device id 

and password are sent to the AAA server. In response from the AAA server details of the 

Home Gateway like public ip, web proxy port, media proxy port and token  of the visiting 

device are provided in the Access-Accept request. 

 

Successful authenticated  devices are added in attachedDevicesListglobal list and a request 

for the list of the media server is sent to the remote Home Gateway. 

 

stopCOAServer() is used to stop listening on port 4200 and releaseing the socket.  

 

The COAProcessor class is responsible for handling COA requests from the AAA server for 

roaming devices. It adds the remote Home Gateway id and Token to the 
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remoteHSEListglobal list. Later, this is used to verify the token received in different 

requests from the remote Home Gateway. 

 

 
Figure 5: Class diagram of MainAuthenticator and COAProcessor. 

 

 

6.2.2. Multimedia portal 

The Multimedia portal is implemented in the eu.neclab.MMP package. It listens for UPnP 

broadcast from the media server. After receiving information of the media server, it queries 

the server for a media list. The Media server sends the XML list which is parsed by the 

package and creates an internal database. It also provides an HTML page for the users to 

browse the media list. 
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Figure 6: Class diagram of RemoteUPnpSender , RemoteUPnPReceiver,  and OutGoingRequest 

RemoteUPnpSender and RemoteUPnPReceiver deal with sending the media list to the 

remote server and receiving the media list from the remote server. These classes extend the 

thread class. 

RemoteUPnpSender receives requests from Playlist Servlet and MainAuthenticator for 

getting details of the remote UPnP based media 

servers. rUPnPOutGoingRequestList contains all the requests  related to remote UPnP 

based media servers. rUPnPOutGoingRequestList is a list of the OutGoingRequest class.  

The OutGoingRequest class contains requests in a string separated by “|”. After a device is 

successfully authenticated to get the list of the Media Server and initial media details of the 

remote home a request is added in rUPnPOutGoingRequestList with “new” keyword, e.g. 

“new|hse01”. PlaylistServlet adds the request to rUPnPOutGoingRequestList for every 

new directory being visited. In the request, it adds the container ID, remote multimedia 

device id, remote multimedia device name, and the remote HSE Id. e.g. 
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“89898980|798979|XBMC-890|hse01”. After processing the string it sends the http 

request to the web proxy port of the remote home gateway using httpRequestHandler.  The 

responses from the remote home gateway are processed and added to UPnP media database 

using requestProcessorRemote. 

RemoteUPnPReceiver receives requests of media lists from gateways where a user 

registered while visiting. The request is received by HttpServer and added in the queue of 

httpRequestList. Then it gets the request and queries the local media server for the media 

list and sends back the response to requester. 

6.2.3. Web Proxy 

The web proxy communicates with remote web proxies for getting details of available media 

servers and lists of media. It is implemented using HttpRequest, HttpResponse, 

HttpServerclasses. 

 

The HttpServer is a thread. It binds on a specific port as mentioned in the configuration file 

in the property field “webport”. Whenever a request comes, it checks if the token is valid for 

it. If the token is valid then it adds the request in the queuehttpRequestList and waits for 

the response from RemoteUPnPReceiver. After getting the response from the 

RemoteUPnPReceiver it sends back the response to the gateway from where the original 

request came. 

 

The received HttpRequest is saved in the HttpRequest class and the response sent back to 

the gateway is saved in the HttpResponse class for better management of the request and 

response. Both these two classes have two common fields these are id and ip. “id” is   unique 

number to uniquely identify each request.  “ip” contains the ip of the gateway from which 

the request came.  
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Figure 7: Class diagrams of HttpServer, HttpRequest, and HttpResponse 

 

 

6.2.4. Media Proxy 

The Media proxy is used to transfer media from the local media server to the remote 

browser client residing in another home gateway through the remote home gateway. It is 

implemented by the LocalMultiMediaRequestHandlerThread and 

RemoteMutliMediaRequestHandlerThread classes 
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Figure 8: Class diagrams of LocalMultiMediaRequestHandlerThread and 

RemoteMutliMediaRequestHandlerThread 

 

LocalMultiMediaRequestHandlerThread handles requests coming from local devices. It 

parses the url string and modifies the string and sends it back to the proper port of the 

remote gateway. After receiving the response from the remote gateway it sends back the 

response to the local device from which the original request came. 

 

RemoteMultiMediaRequestHandlerThread handles the request of media coming from the 

remote gateway. It parses the url string and modifies the string and sends it back to proper 

port of the local media server. After receiving the response from local media server it sends 

back the response to the remote gateway from which the original request came. 
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7. Results  

In this thesis, an architecture for sharing multimedia among different home networks using 

mobile device of the user has been shown. A prototype of the architecture was implemented 

as part of the thesis work. To evaluate the performance of the developed system different 

measurements were taken. 

 

For evaluating the system we took number of measures on authentication and media 

transferring. For authentication and system loading the two HGWs take different time, 

which is shown in Figure 9. 

 

 HGW A HGW B 

Average Time 370 230 

Max Time 395 270 

Min Time 347 211 

Figure 9 System Startup time(milisecond) comparision between HGWs 

Average time for HGW A is around 370 millisecond and for HGW B it is around 250 

millisecond. The HGWE B had upgraded firmware and more processing power then HGW A 

 

For device authentication the HGWs takes around 50 millisecond. That is shown in Figure 

10.  
 

  

 

 

 
Figure 10: Device authentication time required by HGW 

 

Iteration 

No 

Duration of Device 

Authentications 

(Milliseconds) 

1 33 

2 23 

3 78 

4 35 

5 91 

6 75 

7 37 

8 99 

9 41 

10 39 

11 58 

12 51 

13 29 

14 43 

15 39 
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The time consumed for streaming different types and sizes of media files between two 

HGWs and an HGW to a display device respectively is shown in   Figure 11. s. 

The y-axis shows media transfer rates in MBs/sec 
 

 
  Figure 11: Data flow rate 

 

The file “Video 01” and file “Video 02” are mp4 format. The size of the files are accordingly 

13 Mega Bytes and 13.5 Mega Bytes. The image files are jpeg format. The size of the files 

are accordingly 1 Mega Bytes, 950 Kilo Bytes and 100 Kilo Bytes. The time required for 

transferring medias between two HWGS are shown in red colored columns marked as 

“BTW HGWs”. In this measurement different types of media like video and image is used. 

In the blue colored columns marked as “HGW to display device” shows the time required for 

transferring media from HGW to display device. This difference is due to processing power 

of the display device and the buffer mechanism of the player of the display device. 
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8. Conclusion 

I developed an OSGi based system on Home Gateways for a smart and user friendly way of 

media access in cases of nomadic user mobility relying on operator security systems that 

reuses existing infrastructures and protocols.  This way, it is possible to deploy this concept 

with minimum effort and cost, e.g. without relying on IMS as in [5] [6]. I used an 

application layer media proxy for remote accessing instead of commonly used layer 3 

approaches as mentioned in [4]. This opens opportunities for any HTTP enabled device for 

media access using our system. It also allows for full control of services in the application 

layer, enabling e.g. content based charging capability, policy implementation and/or 

parental control. For ensuring security via a token mechanism and for sharing connectivity 

information among the HGWs, devices and the AAA server I used vendor specific AVPs 

carried in Radius. It is noteworthy that my mechanism only adds one extra Radius CoA 

message to HGW A for informing the security token when compared to existing FMC 

message flows as discussed in the propose architecture [16]. The security token is generated 

by the operator infrastructure and is used to authenticate access requests of HGW B at 

HGW A. As proposed in [5] the UPnP terminals are connected to remote networks, however 

My system hides home A’s UPnP terminals (their numbers and their IP addresses) from the 

remote network of home B along with the UPnP devices of home B, thus providing  a single 

interface for media access. This thesis work shows how easily media from one home to 

another home can be shared using users mobile device as an authentication device. 

In section 2.2, two research questions of this thesis work has been raised. First research 

question and its’ sub queries are discussed in the related work section of chapter 3. Second 

research question and its’ sub queries are addressed in the state of the art technologies 

section of chapter 4 and in the related work of section of chapter 3. This thesis is 

implemented based on these findings. 
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9. Discussion and Future Work 

The thesis work was very challenging as I had to learn different technologies like the OSGi 

Framework, FreeRadius server, UPnP etc. It was difficult configuring the home gateways, 

setting up virtual servers and configuring different routes. 

The outcome of the thesis work was published as a workshop paper and is now being 

extended to a journal paper. Also, a patent was published based on it. Moreover, the thesis 

work was presented as a demo at the Home Gateway Initiative (HGI) Heidelberg Forum in 

Heidelberg, 2012 and also in Broadband World Forum, 2012 in Amsterdam. Moreover, 

different operators also found the demo very interesting.  

Our current solution is based on a central AAA node. An interesting extended work will be 

a decentralized mechanism for authentication and connectivity among homes. A 

mathematical model can also be developed based on application layer media proxy. This 

might help to investigate QoS related issues of HTTP based media sharing. Another 

extended work might be to securing the media transmission among home gateways.   
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Appendix A 

 

System Startup procedure 

Details of  NEC HSE (HGW A) 

IP address:10.15.254.162 

 

Login 

Telnet: 

Username: admin 

Password: xxxx 

FTP: 

Username: cli 

Password:yyy 

OSGI console (telnet protocol, Port 2323): 

Username: admin 

Password: xxxx 

 

Step 1: Copy the jar file in directory 

• Using ftp client login to HGW. 

• Create a directory /tmp/isismount/Authenticator/. 

• Copy following file to the folder /tmp/isismount/Authenticator/. 

o MultiHomesMediaShare.jar. 

o config.properties. 

• Create another directory /tmp/isismount/Authenticator/lib/. 

• Copy following libraries in to the folder /tmp/isismount/Authenticator/lib/. 

o commons-logging_all-2.0.0.kf3.jar. 

o upnp_api-3.0.0.jar. 

o org.apache.felix.upnp.basedriver-0.8.0.jar. 

o org.apache.felix.upnp.extra-0.4.0.jar. 

Step 2: Configuring the config.properties 

• RadiusServerIpAddr=195.37.70.71 // The Ip of the radius server 

• RadiusServerSecret=testing1235 // The secret for key for sending accounting and 

authentication request 

• COAport=4200 //The port number for listening to COA and Disconnect request 

• secret=testing1234// The secret for key for receiving COA and Disconnect request 

• userid=hseb //the id of the HGW 

• password=hseb123//the password of the HGW 

• webport=8080//the webport of the HGW 

• mediaport=8081//the mediaport  of the HGW 

• localmediaport=8082//the localport  of the HGW 

• publicInterface=eth1//the name of the public interface  of the HGW 

• localInterface=eth0//the name of the local interface  of the HGW 

• RegisterarComunicatorThreadSleepTime=10//the time to sleep for every threads 

running 
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Step 3: Starting  the OSGi framework(Knopflerfish) 

• Login to HGW using telnet. 

• Change to root by using “su-”. 

• Then check for the OSGi framework is running by using following command 
# psaux|grep framework 
2752 root     java -Djava.ext.dirs=/opt/java/ejre/lib/ext:/opt/java/lib/ext -
Dsun.jnu.encoding=UTF-8 -Dfile.encoding=UTF-8 -Xms32m -Xmx32m -jar ./framework.jar 
 2787 root     grep framework 

• Then kill the process using following command . In the above case the process id is 

2752. 
#kill 2752 
 

• Next go to the directory of the framework and run the script “start.sh” 
#Cd /opt/osgi/knopflerfish 
#./start.sh 
 

Step 4: Installing and starting  the main program 

• Login to OSGI console of the HGW using previously mentioned credential. After 

login there will be below mentioned console 
Knopflerfish OSGi console 
login: admin 
password: 
'quit' to end session 
> 

• The enter the framework by using following command 
>enter framework 
framework> 

• To get the list of bundles running use the following command 
framework>bundles -i -l 
id  level/state  modified           location 
   ---------------------------------------------- 
0  0/active     12/15/11 9:12 AM  System Bundle 
1  1/active     12/31/11 10:01 PM  file:/opt/osgi/knopflerfish/jars/log/log_all-3.0.5.jar 
2  1/active     12/31/11 10:01 PM  file:/opt/osgi/knopflerfish/jars/cm/cm_all-3.0.1.jar 
3  1/active     12/31/11 10:01 PM  file:/opt/osgi/knopflerfish/jars/console/console_all-
3.0.1.jar 
4  1/active     12/31/11 10:01 PM  file:/opt/osgi/knopflerfish/jars/component/component_all-
3.0.3.jar 
5  1/active     12/31/11 10:01 PM  file:/opt/osgi/knopflerfish/jars/event/event_all-3.0.4.jar 
6  1/active     12/31/11 10:01 PM  file:/opt/osgi/knopflerfish/jars/prefs/prefs_all-3.0.1.jar 
7  2/resolved   12/31/11 10:01 PM  file:/opt/osgi/knopflerfish/jars/util/util-2.0.1.jar 
8  2/active     12/31/11 10:01 PM  file:/opt/osgi/knopflerfish/jars/crimson/crimson-
2.1.0.kf3.jar 
9  2/resolved   12/31/11 10:01 PM  file:/opt/osgi/knopflerfish/jars/jsdk/jsdk_api-2.5.0.kf3.jar 
10  2/resolved   12/31/11 10:01 PM  file:/opt/osgi/knopflerfish/jars/kxml/kxml-2.3.0.kf3.jar 
11  3/active     12/31/11 10:01 PM  file:/opt/osgi/knopflerfish/jars/device/device_all-
3.0.0.jar 
12  3/active     12/31/11 10:01 PM  file:/opt/osgi/knopflerfish/jars/useradmin/useradmin_all-
3.0.1.jar 
13  4/active     12/31/11 10:01 PM  file:/opt/osgi/knopflerfish/jars/http/http_all-3.0.5.jar 
14  5/active     12/31/11 10:01 PM  
file:/opt/osgi/knopflerfish/jars/frameworkcommands/frameworkcommands-3.0.3.jar 
15  5/active     12/31/11 10:01 PM  file:/opt/osgi/knopflerfish/jars/logcommands/logcommands-
3.0.1.jar 
16  5/active     12/31/11 10:01 PM  file:/opt/osgi/knopflerfish/jars/cm_cmd/cm_cmd-3.0.1.jar 
17  5/installed  12/31/11 10:01 PM  file:/opt/osgi/knopflerfish/jars/consoletty/consoletty-
3.0.1.jar 
18  5/active     12/31/11 10:01 PM  
file:/opt/osgi/knopflerfish/jars/consoletelnet/consoletelnet-3.0.1.jar 
19  6/installed  12/31/11 10:01 PM  file:/opt/osgi/knopflerfish/jars/remotefw/remotefw_api-
2.0.0.jar 
20  7/resolved   12/31/11 10:01 PM  
file:/opt/osgi/jars/homesec_g/jp.co.nec.necat.hse.homesec.g.core.jar 
21  7/resolved   12/31/11 10:01 PM  file:/opt/osgi/jars/homesec_g/webapi.jar 
22  7/resolved   12/31/11 10:01 PM  file:/opt/osgi/jars/webgui/CNI.jar 
23  7/resolved   12/31/11 10:01 PM  file:/opt/osgi/jars/webgui/webgui.jar 
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24  7/active     12/31/11 10:01 PM  file:/opt/osgi/jars/webgui/maintenance.jar 
25  7/active     12/31/11 10:01 PM  file:/opt/osgi/jars/webgui/configuration.jar 
26  7/active     12/31/11 10:01 PM  file:/opt/osgi/jars/webgui/bundlemanagement.jar 
27  7/active     12/31/11 10:01 PM  file:/opt/osgi/jars/ehealth/htmllib.jar 
28  7/active     12/31/11 10:01 PM  file:/opt/osgi/jars/ehealth/ehealth.jar 

 

• Now install the bundles using following command and after install start the bundles 
framework>install /tmp/isismount/Authenticator/lib/commons-logging_all-2.0.0.kf3.jar 
Installed: Commons-Logging (#52) 
framework>start 52 
Started: Commons-Logging (#52) 
framework>install /tmp/isismount/Authenticator/lib/upnp_api-3.0.0.jar 
Installed: upnp-API (#53) 
framework>start 53 
Started: upnp-API (#53) 
framework>install /tmp/isismount/Authenticator/lib/org.apache.felix.upnp.basedriver-0.8.0.jar 
Installed: Apache Felix UPnP Base Driver (#54) 
framework>start 54 
Started: Apache Felix UPnP Base Driver (#54) 
framework>install /tmp/isismount/Authenticator/lib/org.apache.felix.upnp.extra-0.4.0.jar 
Installed: Apache Felix UPnP Extra (#55) 
framework>start 55 
Started: Apache Felix UPnP Extra (#55) 
framework>install /tmp/isismount/Authenticator/MultiHomesMediaShare.jar 
Installed: MultiHomesMediaShare (#56) 
framework>start 56 
framework>Started: MultiHomesMediaShare (#56) 

 Routing configuration in HGW A (10.15.254.162) 
Kernel IP routing table 
Destination     Gateway         Genmask         Flags Metric Ref    Use Iface 
10.15.254.0     *               255.255.255.0   U     0      0        0 eth1 
192.168.1.0     *               255.255.255.0   U     0      0        0 br0 
192.168.56.0    app-pc.crs.lab. 255.255.255.0   UG    0      0        0 eth1 
defaultgateway.crs.lab 0.0.0.0         UG    0      0        0 eth1 

 Routing configuration in HGW B (10.15.254.163) 
Kernel IP routing table 
Destination     Gateway         Genmask         Flags Metric Ref    Use Iface 
10.15.254.0     *               255.255.255.0   U     0      0        0 eth1 
192.168.2.0     *               255.255.255.0   U     0      0        0 eth0 
192.168.56.0    app-pc.crs.lab. 255.255.255.0   UG    0      0        0 eth1 
defaultgateway.crs.lab 0.0.0.0         UG    0      0        0 eth1 

Routing configuration in Media Server A (Virtual Box) 
Kernel IP routing table 
Destination     Gateway         Genmask         Flags Metric Ref    Use Iface 
default         10.0.3.2        0.0.0.0         UG    0      0        0 eth3 
10.0.3.0        *               255.255.255.0   U     1      0        0 eth3 
link-local      *               255.255.0.0     U     1000   0        0 eth3 
192.168.1.0     *               255.255.255.0   U     1      0        0 eth4 

Routing configuration in Media Server B (Virtual Box) 
Kernel IP routing table 
Destination     Gateway         Genmask         Flags Metric Ref    Use Iface 
default         10.0.3.2        0.0.0.0         UG    0      0        0 eth1 
default         192.168.2.1     0.0.0.0         UG    100    0        0 eth2 
10.0.3.0        *               255.255.255.0   U     1      0        0 eth1 
link-local      *               255.255.0.0     U     1000   0        0 eth2 
192.168.2.0     *               255.255.255.0   U     0      0        0 eth2 

Routing configuration in AAA (Virtual Box) 
Kernel IP routing table 
Destination     Gateway         Genmask         Flags Metric Ref    Use Iface 
default         10.0.3.2        0.0.0.0         UG    0      0        0 eth3 
10.0.3.0        *               255.255.255.0   U     1      0        0 eth3 
link-local      *               255.255.0.0     U     1000   0        0 eth3 
192.168.1.0     *               255.255.255.0   U     1      0        0 eth4 
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Appendix B 

Radius Server Installation 

For the project work we wanted to use a AAA server for client authentication. After 

authentication we wanted to send client some special information. For this purpose we 

found the freeRadius server to be very useful. Since, it supports both authorization and 

accounting. It also supports most of the authentication protocol. One of the good features of 

the Radius protocol is Vendor-specific attributes. This allows adding custom information. 

Free radius can be installed on Windows, Mac OS X, Linux, and other major platforms. For 

Windows based installation the setup file can be downloaded from 

http://freeradius.net/Downloads.html. It provides a setup file for freeRadius server 1.1.7 . 

To install the latest version it needs to be compiled. Detailed instructions can be found at 

http://freeradius.net/DIY_Binaries.html. 

To install freeRadius in ubuntu, “Ubuntu Software Center” can be used. Before starting the 

installation the check “Software Sources” and set download form as main server. Otherwise 

one might not find the freeRadius in “Ubuntu Software Center”. 

 

Figure 12: Screenshot of Ubuntu Software Sources 
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Then go to “Ubuntu Software Center” and type freeRadius and one will get the screen 

according to Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13: Screenshot of Software Center 

Select all options and then click install. It will ask for root password and please provide it. 

After successful installation you will get the screen according Figure 14 

 

Figure 14: Screenshot of successful freeRadius Installation 

Then, it is time to check the installed freeRadius server. After having opened a terminal 

window, and typing “sudofreeradius–v”, one will be prompted for a password. Then one will 

get following output: 

rai@rai-Studio-1537:/usr/sbin$ sudofreeradius -v 
freeradius: FreeRADIUS Version 2.1.10, for host i686-pc-linux-gnu, built on May 19 2011 at 15:42:57 
Copyright (C) 1999-2010 The FreeRADIUS server project and contributors. 
There is NO warranty; not even for MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 
You may redistribute copies of FreeRADIUS under the terms of the 
GNU General Public License. 
For more information about these matters, see the file named COPYRIGHT. 
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The installation is then complete. Before going deep into the freeRadius server software, 

the directory structure of freeRadius is as follows: 

Configuration files —/etc/freeradius 

Dictionary files—/usr/share/freeradius 

Executables—/usr/sbin 

Log Files–/var/log/freeRadius 

 

To allow clients to send authentication requests clients IP addresses need to be configured 

in “clients.conf”. The following lines were added to accept requests from the 

10.15.254.0/24 subnet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here the “secret” is used to encrypt the data when communicating with the 10.15.254.0/24 

sub network. 

 

For testing from the localhost the following line were enabled in “clients.conf”. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

For initial testing a test user was created in “users” 
 

 

 

This means a user with user name “testing” were added. The users’ password is “password”. 

 

 Before testing the configuration the radius server need to be restarted by typing 

command “sudo /etc/init.d/freeradius restart”. Now “radtest” can be used for testing the 

configuration. 

 

The command will be “radtest testing password localhost 0 testing123” where “testing” is 

the user name configured above, “password” is the password for the user and “testing123” is 

the secret configured for the client. “0” is the nas-port-number. If the configuration is right 

the following output will be shown: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

client 10.15.254.0/24 { 
 secret      = testing1234 
 shortname   = liv1 
 nastype     = other 
} 

clientlocalhost { 
 ipaddr = 127.0.0.1 
 secret = testing123 

nastype= other 
} 

Testing Cleartext-Password := "password" 

rai@rai-Studio-1537:/usr/sbin$ radtest testing password localhost 0 testing123 
Sending Access-Request of id 157 to 127.0.0.1 port 1812 
User-Name = "testing" 
User-Password = "password" 
NAS-IP-Address = 127.0.1.1 
NAS-Port = 0 
rad_recv: Access-Accept packet from host 127.0.0.1 port 1812, id=157, length=20. 
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To view the debug log one can run the radius server using the following command: 

 

 

Before using the above mentioned command any freeRadius instance running in backend 

need to be closed. 

Radius server Configuration 

The main configuration file for radius is “radiusd.conf” located in “/etc/freeradius”. The 

following lines were added in order to support a sql connection for database and COA 

message support. 

 

 

Next file to be configured is “default” located in “/etc/freeRadius/sites-available”. Under the 

“authorize” should be section, “sql” uncommented for authorization queries with MySql 

server. To trigger sending of COAmessages to remote homes of the visitor and sending the 

token the following commands were added in that section. 

 

 

Fasdfa 

 

 

 

Under the “accounting” section “sql” is uncommented for accounting queries with MySql 

server. To trigger the sending of Disconnect Messages to the HGW of the visitor after 

receiving an accounting-stop request from HGW, the following commands were added. 

 

 

 

 

 

sudo freeRadius -Xx 

$INCLUDE sql.conf 
$INCLUDE sites-available/originate-coa 

if ("%{sql:Select status from COArequestToBeSent where Name='%{User-Name}'}"!=0) 
{ 
updatecoa { 
 User-Name ="%{sql:select HSEID from devices where DEVICEID='%{User-Name}'}" 
 TOKEN = "%{sql:select value from  radreply where username= 

(select HSEID from devices where DEVICEID='%{User-Name}') and 
attribute='TOKEN'}" 

 NAS-IP-Address = "%{NAS-IP-Address}" 
 Packet-Dst-Ip-Address="%{sql:select value from  radreply where username=( 
select HSEID from devices where DEVICEID= 
'%{User-Name}') and attribute='ip'}" 
 Packet-Dst-Port=4200 
} 
} 

if ("%{Acct-Status-Type}" == Stop) 
{ 

update disconnect  
{ 

User-Name ="%{sql:select HSEID from devices where DEVICEID='%{User-Name}'}" 
  NAS-IP-Address = "%{NAS-IP-Address}" 
 Packet-Dst-Ip-Address="%{sql:select value from  radreply where username=( 
select HSEID from devices where DEVICEID=' 
                                 %{User-Name}') and  attribute='ip'}" 
 Packet-Dst-Port=4200 
 } 
 
} 
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Under the “post-auth” section in the “default” file, the “sql” section is uncommented to 

record details of access requests after successful authentication.  

For sending the COA and Disconnect Message the “originate-coa” section located in 

“/etc/freeradius/sites-available” needs to be configured. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Sql.conf located in /etc/freeradius helps to configure the connectivity with the database. 

For this installation, MySql database was used. Under sql section “database”, “server”, 

”login”, “password”, and “radius_db” fields were configured: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

home_serverhseb-coa { 
 type = coa 
 
 ipaddr = 10.15.254.163 
 port = 4200 

secret = testing1235 
 coa { 
  irt = 2 
  mrt = 16 
  mrc = 5 
  mrd = 30 
 } 
} 
home_serverhsea-coa { 
 type = coa 
 
 ipaddr = 10.15.254.162 
 port = 4200 
 
 coa { 
  irt = 2 
  mrt = 16 
  mrc = 5 
  mrd = 30 
 } 
} 
 
# 
#  CoA servers can be put into pools, just like normal servers. 
# 
home_server_poolcoa { 
 type = fail-over 
 
 # Point to the CoA server above. 
 home_server = hsea-coa 
 home_server = hseb-coa 
  
 #  CoA requests are run through the pre-proxy section. 
 #  CoA responses are run through the post-proxy section. 
 virtual_server = originate-coa.example.com 
 
 # 
 #  Home server pools of type "coa" cannot (currently) have 
 #  a "fallback" configuration. 
 # 
} 

sql { 
 database = "mysql" 
 server = "localhost" 
 #port = 3306 
 login = "radius" 
 password = "radpass" 
 
 radius_db = "radius" 
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The database field means the type of database to be connected with. The IPaddress of the 

MySql server should be mentioned in the“server” field.  Also the userid and password for 

connecting with MySql database should be mentioned in “login” and “password” field. Last, 

the database name should be given in “radius_db”. One thing to be noted the user id is used 

for logging with MySql database should have full privilege on the database that will be used 

for the radius server. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For checking user authentication credentials the “radcheck” table is used while for sending 

the reply after authentication the “radreply” table is used. The “authcheck_table” and 

“authreply_tablefields” contain the names of the table in the sql.conf file. 

 

After authentication has been done all the data sent by the client during the authentication 

request is stored in the “radpostauth” table. The “postauth_table” field contains the name of 

the actual database table “radpostauth”. 

 

The “acct_table1” and “acct_table2” fields contain table names for storing accounting start 

and accounting stop request from a radius client. For this installation accounting start and 

stop is stored in the same table, “radacct”. 

 

Sql configuration file, Sql.conf is located in /etc/freeradius/sql/mysql. It contains all the Sql 

queries used by the Radius server to check authentication and accounting queries.  
 

 # Allow for storing data for accounting start and stop 
acct_table1 = "radacct" 
 acct_table2 = "radacct" 
 
 # Allow for storing data after authentication 
 postauth_table = "radpostauth" 
 
 authcheck_table = "radcheck" 
 authreply_table = "radreply" 
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SQL database structure 

 

Figure 15: Sql database schema 

In the MySql database (“radius_db” for this project) two additional tabled were created 

being “devices” and “coarequestobesent”. The “device” table mainly keeps track of which 

device belongs to which home gateway (HGW). There are two fields in the table DeviceID 

and HSEID. DeviceID contains the userid of the device and HSEID field contains the userid 

of the HGW where the device originally belongs to. 

 

Figure 16: “devices” table 

In Figure 16 it is shown that device1 belongs to HGW hsea. 
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The “coarequestobesent” table is used to keep track of which user name COA request or 

Disconnect message should be sent. The table has two fields: “Name” and “Status”. The 

“Name” field contains the userid of the device and can be device or HGW. The second field 

Status contains the value 0 or 1. If the value is 0, then the COA message is not sent and if 

the value is 1, the then COA message is sent to AAA server. 

 

Figure 17: “coarequestobesent” table 

In Figure 17 for “device1” COA request will be sent. For “hsea” the COA request will not be 

sent 

For the authentication process, the radius server uses the “radcheck” table. There are five 

fields. These are id, username, attribute, op, and value. 

 

Figure 18: "radcheck" table 

For example, if the radius server wants to check for user name hsea, it uses the query 

mentioned in “dialup.conf” under field “authorize_check_query” 

 

 

authorize_check_query = "SELECT id, username, attribute, value, op \ 
          FROM ${authcheck_table} \ 
          WHERE username = '%{SQL-User-Name}' \ 
          ORDER BY id" 
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In the query '%{SQL-User-Name}’ the  field contains the username send by the radius 

client. The radius server gets the result from the query according to what is shown in 

Figure 19. 

 

Figure 19: Result of authorize_check_query 

The server matches the password sent by the radius client with the value in the field value. 

It also matches the password type with the attribute value. 

After successful authentication the radius server enters the data sent by the radius client 

in the table “radpostauth”. Figure 20 shows a snapshot of the table. 

 

Figure 20 "radpostauth” snapshot 

The “username”, “ip”, “webport” and “mediaport” contains detail of the HGW or device. For 

device the “ip”, “webport” and “mediaport” is kept empty. 

The Radius server uses the query mentioned in “dialup.conf” under field “postauth_query” 

to enter data in the table 

 

 

 

There is also a trigger called “ins_radreply”, attached to the table “radpostauth” to insert 

data in the table radreply. This table is used to send replies back to the radius client 

module of the HGW after authentication has been done. Below shows a code of the trigger 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

postauth_query = "INSERT INTO ${postauth_table} \ 
                          (username, pass, reply, authdate,ip,webport,mediaport) \ 
                          VALUES ( \ 
               '%{User-Name}', \ 
               '%{%{User-Password}:-%{Chap-Password}}', \ 
'%{reply:Packet-Type}:-%{Role2}', '%S','%{NAS-IP-Address}','%{WEBPORT}','%{MEDIAPORT}')"  
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The trigger first checks if the webport field of the new request is not empty. If not being 

empty it means that the request came from a HGW. Then, it checks if there exists any data 

for the HGW. If data for the HGW exists, then it is updated with new token, ip, webport, 

and mediaport. Otherwise, new data of the HGW is inserted. If the webport is empty, that 

means a device authentication was requested. So, the token is updated for the HGW of the 

device. 

Figure 21 shows a snapshot of the table “radreply”. 

BEGIN 
 
IF  NEW.webport !="" THEN 
set @datacount=(SELECT count(*)  FROM `radreply` where `radreply`.`username`= NEW.username); 
set @token=(SELECT substring( md5( rand( ) )FROM 1 FOR 8 )); 
if  @datacount>0 then 
 UPDATE  `radius`.`radreply` SET  `Value` =  NEW.ip 
 WHERE ( `radreply`.`UserName` = NEW.username&& `radreply`.`Attribute` = "IP"); 
      
 UPDATE  `radius`.`radreply` SET  `Value` =  NEW.webport 
 WHERE ( `radreply`.`UserName` = NEW.username&& `radreply`.`Attribute` = "WEBPORT"); 
      
 UPDATE  `radius`.`radreply` SET  `Value` =  NEW.mediaport 
 WHERE ( `radreply`.`UserName` = NEW.username&& `radreply`.`Attribute` = "MEDIAPORT"); 
 
 UPDATE  `radius`.`radreply` SET  `Value` =  @token  
 WHERE ( `radreply`.`UserName` = NEW.username&& `radreply`.`Attribute` = "TOKEN"); 
     
 else 
 
 INSERT INTO  `radius`.`radreply` (`UserName` ,`Attribute` ,`op` ,`Value`) 
 VALUES ( NEW.username ,  'NAME',  ':=', NEW.username); 
      
 INSERT INTO  `radius`.`radreply` (`UserName` ,`Attribute` ,`op` ,`Value`) 
 VALUES ( NEW.username ,  'IP',  ':=', NEW.ip); 
      
 INSERT INTO  `radius`.`radreply` (`UserName` ,`Attribute` ,`op` ,`Value`) 

 VALUES ( NEW.username ,  'WEBPORT',  ':=', NEW.webport); 
 
 INSERT INTO  `radius`.`radreply` (`UserName` ,`Attribute` ,`op` ,`Value`) 
 VALUES ( NEW.username,  'MEDIAPORT',  ':=', NEW.mediaport); 
 
 INSERT INTO  `radius`.`radreply` (`UserName` ,`Attribute` ,`op` ,`Value`) 
 VALUES ( NEW.username,  'TOKEN',  ':=',@token ); 
 
end if; 
ELSE  
 
set @HSEID=(Select HSEID from devices where DeviceID= NEW.username); 
set @token=(SELECT substring( md5( rand( ) )FROM 1 FOR 8 )); 
UPDATE  `radius`.`radreply` SET  `Value` =  @token  
WHERE ( `radreply`.`UserName` = @HSEID && `radreply`.`Attribute` = "TOKEN"); 
 
END IF; 
END  
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Figure 21: Snapshot of the table “radreply”. 

To send replies of authentication request by the radius clients, the radius server uses the 

query mentioned in “authorize_reply_query” field of “dialup.conf”. 

 

The query uses a stored procedure name p2 which takes one parameter that is the 

username of the device or HGW that sends authentication requests. The code of the stored 

procedure is shown below. 

 

 

 

It checks mother HGW of the device from devices table and gets the details of that mother 

HGW from the “radreply” table. 

Configuring vendor specific AVP 

For sending custom specific data over the Radius protocol a new Attribute Value Pairs 

(AVP) should be added to the configuration. It is a key value pair option. Containing some 

special fields, values can be specified for the fields. To do this one has to change some 

configuration in the configuration files of the Radius server. Dictionary files are used by the 

Radius server to store vendor specific AVPs. Therefore, one needs to create a dictionary file 

and to add the dictionary file to the main dictionary file. All dictionary files are kept in the 

/usr/share/freeradius directory. 

For the implementation six AVPs were created. These are “NAME”, “IP”,”WEBPORT”, 

“MEDIAPORT”, “TOKEN”, and “HSEID”. A file for custom AVPs were created. The name of 

the file is dictionary.rai. Below shows the details of the file. 

 

 

authorize_reply_query = "call p2('%{SQL-User-Name}') "  

BEGIN   
           SELECT id, username, attribute, value, op 
 FROM radreply 
 WHERE username = (  SELECT HSEID   FROM devices   WHERE DEVICEID =  paramstr )  
 ORDER BY id  ; 
END 
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The name of the file needs to be added in main file named “dictionary” located in 

/usr/share/freeradius. 

 

VENDOR NEC-CRS 16122 
BEGIN-VENDOR NEC-CRS 
 
ATTRIBUTE Role   1 string # test purpose 
ATTRIBUTE PROFIL   2 integer # test purpose 
ATTRIBUTE Role2   3 string# test purpose 
ATTRIBUTE NAME   4 string 
ATTRIBUTE IP   5 string 
ATTRIBUTE WEBPORT   6 string  
ATTRIBUTE MEDIAPORT  7 string 
ATTRIBUTE TOKEN   8 string 
ATTRIBUTE HSEID   9 string 
END-VENDOR  NEC-CRS 

$INCLUDE dictionary.rai 


